December 13, 2002

Michael Zamorski  
Area Office Manager  
U.S. Department of Energy  
P.O. Box 5400  
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5400

Robert J. Eagan  
Vice President, Division 6000  
Sandia Corporation  
P.O. Box 5800, MS 0724  
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0701

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF DEADLINE FOR RESPONSE TO NOD  
REVISED APPROVAL  
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES  
EPA ID NO. NM5890110518  
TASK #: HWB-SNL-02-002

Dear Messrs. Zamorski and Eagan:

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) received the U.S. Department of Energy/Sandia National Laboratories (DOE/SNL) December 6, 2002 request for extension of the deadline for response to the notice of deficiency (NOD) on the permit renewal application. The NOD issued to DOE/SNL by NMED was dated October 10, 2002. In your letter, you explained that because "the 524 comments" on the permit application "address all areas of the permit renewal request, and are so complex and interrelated that Sandia and DOE cannot adequately address them in 60 days", (which deadline expires December 16, 2002).

In light of the above reason NMED hereby grants DOE/SNL the subject extension to ensure that each item detailed in the NOD has been fully and sufficiently addressed. DOE/SNL shall submit to NMED the required information in accordance with the schedule attached to your extension request letter dated December 6, 2002.
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Please call Cornelius Amindyas at (505) 841-9488 if you have further questions on this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

John E. Kieling
Manager
Permits Management Program
Hazardous Waste Bureau

cc: James P. Bearzi, Chief, HWB
    William P. Moats, NMED HWB
    Cornelius Amindyas, NMED HWB
    Laurie King, Chief, EPA Region VI (6PD-N)
    Kathy Thomas, EPA Region VI (6PD-N)
    Albert West, SNL (MS1114)
    Anita Reiser, SNL (MS 1151)
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